
Unit 1: The Global Tapestry (1200-1450)

- Song China maintained and justified rule through confucianism and an imperial
bureaucracy. Buddhism continued to shape Chinese society. The Song economy
flourished during this period

State Building in Song China
- Confucianism is the Chinese philosophy of a hierarchical understanding of

society. Everyone had a place in society and showing proper respect to those
above is how to live properly under Confucian principles

Children owed respect to parents, parents owed respect to leaders of
their state and so on….

- Expansion of the Civil Service exam helped build Song China’s imperial
bureaucracy. Those that passed the exam would work in the Song government

- The Civil Service Exam was a competitive exam infused with Confucian values.
Created system of meritocracy in the Song State

- Imperial bureaucracy was a common way that large empires maintained control.
Imperial bureaucracy consists of appointed officials that carry out empires
policies in places distant from the state capital

- Buddhism in China was a result of outside influence from India
- Buddhism was innovated in China, the three original branches of buddhism

spread in addition to a Chinese Zen Buddhism which was syncretized with
Daoism.

- Zen Buddhism influenced meditation and direct experience of believer
- Filial Piety was a social structure in Song China that emphasised the obligation

and obedience to one's parents
- Foot Binding was an act of girls binding feet as a status symbol of wealth.

Women with binded feet were unable to work with the working class so they
stayed home

- Champa Rice and the Grand Canal were two Song innovations
- Champa Rice was a durable strain of rice that could be harvested several times a

year. It expanded agricultural production and led to a mass increase in chinese
population

- The Grand Canal was a man made waterway transportation system that enabled
China to become a prosperous trading center
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- Portugese and Dutch exchanged goods with Japan, missionaries converted Japanese
who then destroyed a bunch of buddhist shrines. Japanese responded with expulsion of
all European influence in Japan

- New Maritime Empires emerged, British and India
- British established trading posts in India via British East India Company and we soon

able to control the Muslim-Hindu tensions and exploit it by using political ifnluence to
control the Indian sub continnet

- Spanish arrived in the Americas and attacked the indegnous Aztec and Inca empires
who, although thriving, had weakened by the Spanish brought disease. Spanish
destroyed Incan capital Tenochtitlan and built their own capital called Mexico city

- Spain signed treaty of tordesillas with Portugal which gave Portugal Brazil and Spain the
remainder of the region

- The goal of Spain was to make use of American land for gold and silver but they soon
realized how American land was perfect for agriculture

- Spanish employed a coerced labor system called Encomienda System in which
Spanish forced indegnous people to work their plantations

- Hacienda System was also established after the Encomienda System ended,
Important people were granted lands in which they used coerced labor. Land was
independent not monarchy tied

- Spanish transformed Incan Mita System into a system of coerced labor, Villages were
compelled to send men to work in silver mines

- Economic System of Mercantilism, theory that the limited amount of wealth in the world
(look at it as a pie) requires states to acquire as much wealth as possible and establish
colonies that could enrich the homeland

- Portugese used military superiority, armed trading posts, to dominate indian ocean trade
- Carrying enslaevd African across the trans atlantci was a brutal aspect of the

transaltacin slave trade
- Large population decline occurred in some African states
- Africans shaped and enriched culture of places they were taken to in the Americas
- Development of maritime empires over time significantly changed the economies and

societies in which they were establsihed
- Joint Stock Companies created a limited liability in voyages and shared benefit by the

Dutch and was eventually used by all other European maritime powers

Morrocan-Songhai Conflict
- Morrocns defeated Portugese but were left broke, they then traveled to invade

Songhai empire to help improve their economic standards
- Morrocans crumbled
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- US Foreign policy in the Cold War was based on supporting enemies of communist
states

- New established states formed a non aligned movement in which they wanted to avoid
the wars from the superpower nations. Indonesia and Sucarno and Ghana were big
players in the non aligned movement

- Decolonization of Africa and Asia occured in the shadow of the Cold War, forcing new
state to navigate the US-USSR divide as they establish new governments

- Congo was a powerful state that rose from slave trade with Portugese, over time
Portugese used Congonese men which angered the rulers and tore them apart. Asian
imperialism made Belgian colonize Congo under King Leopold's brutal rule. Congo soon
gained independence after centuries of brutality and immediately the US and Soviet
Union attempted to form alliances

- Congo goes into Chaos and the ruler goes to the UN to try maintaining peace but fails,
so the Congo ruler goes to Soivet Union and gets assassinated by the US CIA and
installed a brutal dictator who ruled the Congo as a complete dictator

- Colonial people achieved independence through negotiations and armed struggle while
also encountering ethnic and religious conflict

- British granted Ghana independence through peaceful negotiation similar to Ghandi,
Jinnah,

- Jinnah and muslim league agreed with British to create Pakistan
- There was east and west Pakistan which was soon Bangladesh in a civil war
- Quebecois superatist movement saw French canadians in Quebec striving for their own

independence
- New governments attempted to consolidate control by guiding economic life and

attempting to avoid outside influence
- President of Egypt nationalized Suez canal as a way to consolidate his control
- US and Soviet Union step in Egyptian Suez Canal problem as France and Britain

interfered to let Egypt be independent
- Cambodian government god brutally bombed in Vietnam war, Khmer Rogue emerged in

Cambodia as a dictatorship in which they initiated a year zero which was an attempt t
restart history

- Iranian revolution saw end with Islamic government established
- US sent military aid and support to freedom fighting groups that fought against the

soviets

Unit 9: Globalization (1900-present)

- Development of new technologies advanced at the greatest rate in human history
(radios, television, telephone)

- Shipping containers allowed for more goods to be shipped
- Petroleum usage increased as well as nuclear energy
- Birth control pill became a medical advancement
- Green Revolution saw Genetic Modified Organisms and Cross breedings as agricultural

advancements that were adopted in this time period
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